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ABSTRACT
Expressing opinions and interacting with others on the Web has
led to the production of an abundance of online discourse data,
such as claims and viewpoints on controversial topics, their sources
and contexts. This data constitutes a valuable source of insights for
studies into misinformation spread, bias reinforcement, echo cham-
bers or political agenda setting. While knowledge graphs promise
to provide the key to a Web of structured information, they are
mainly focused on facts without keeping track of the diversity, con-
nection or temporal evolution of online discourse data. As opposed
to facts, claims are inherently more complex. Their interpretation
strongly depends on the context and a variety of intentional or
unintended meanings, where terminology and conceptual under-
standings strongly diverge across communities from computational
social science, to argumentation mining, fact-checking, or view-
point/stance detection. The 1st International Workshop on Knowl-
edge Graphs for Online Discourse Analysis (KnOD 2021) aims at
strengthening the relations between these communities, providing
a forum for shared works on the modeling, extraction and anal-
ysis of discourse on the Web. It addresses the need for a shared
understanding and structured knowledge about discourse data in
order to enable machine-interpretation, discoverability and reuse,
in support of scientific or journalistic studies into the analysis of
societal debates on the Web.
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BEYOND FACTS: A CROSS-DISCIPLINARY
COMMUNITY
With the Web evolving into a ubiquitous platform giving the op-
portunity to everyone to publish content, express opinions and
interact with others, understanding online discourse has become
an increasingly important issue. We define online discourse as any
kind of narrative, debate or conversation that happens on the Web,
including social networks or news media, involving claims and
stances on controversial topics, their sources and contexts (such as
related events or entities).

Recently, a wide range of interdisciplinary research directions
are being explored involving a variety of scientific disciplines. Such
works either are focused on gaining new scientific insights, for
instance, by investigating the spreading pattern of false claims on
Twitter [11], or they aim at computational methods, for instance,
pipelines for detecting the stance of claim-relevant Web documents

[12], understanding/quantifying hidden biases [7], approaches for
classifying sources of news, such as Web pages, pay-level domains,
users or posts [8], or research into fake news detection [9], and
automatic fact-checking [1].

One crucial requirement to facilitate the aforementioned re-
search areas is the availability of reliable structured knowledge
about key notions such as claims, truth ratings, evidence, sources,
arguments and their relations. On the one hand, initiatives such as
the schema.org Claim Review vocabulary1 aim at encouraging web-
site providers to offer such date through embedded Web markup.
On the other hand, initial knowledge graphs (KG) such as Mul-
tiFC [2], ClaimsKG [10]2, TweetsCOV19 [5]3 or TweetsKB [6]4 have
been proposed aimed at consolidating Web-mined data about the
aforementioned notions. While knowledge graphs (KGs) promise
to provide the key to a Web of structured information, they are
mainly focused on facts without keeping track of the diversity,
connection or temporal evolution of online discourse. As opposed
to facts, claims are inherently more complex. Their interpretation
strongly depends on the context and a variety of intentional or
unintended meanings, where terminology and conceptual under-
standings strongly diverge across communities from computational
social science, to argumentation mining, fact-checking, or view-
point/stance detection [3, 4].

Initial efforts have been made to gather communities working
in those areas, for instance through dedicated challenges, such
as the Fake News Challenge,5 or sessions at major conferences,
such as the Journalism, Misinformation and Fact Checking track
at The Web Conf 2018.6 The KnOD Workshop brings together the
various disciplines involved in or benefitting from (a) approaches
for representing online discourse and involved notions, (b) methods
for mining such notions (for instance, claims, stances, sources, etc.)
and their relations from the Web, and (c) inter-disciplinary research
investigating online discourse.

Beyond research into information and knowledge extraction, and
data modeling and consolidation for KG building, the workshop
targets communities focusing on the analysis of online discourse,
relying on methods fromMachine Learning (ML), Natural Language
Processing (NLP) and Data Mining (DM). These include communities
on:

• discourse analysis
• social web mining

1http://schema.org/ClaimReview
2https://data.gesis.org/claimskg/site
3https://data.gesis.org/tweetscov19/
4https://data.gesis.org/tweetskb/
5http://www.fakenewschallenge.org/
6https://www2018.thewebconf.org/call-for-papers/misinformation-cfp/
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• argumentation mining
• computational fact-checking
• mis- and dis-information spread
• bias and controversy detection and analysis
• stance/viewpoint detection and representation
• opinion mining
• rumour, propaganda and hate-speech detection
• computational social science

Hence, KnOD provides a meeting point for these related but
distinct communities that address similar or closely related ques-
tions from different perspectives and in different fields, using dif-
ferent models and definitions of the main notions of interest. The
workshop aims at strengthening the relations between these com-
munities, providing a forum for shared works on the modeling,
extraction and analysis of discourse on the Web. It addresses the
need for a shared understanding and structured knowledge about
discourse data in order to enable machine-interpretation, discov-
erability and reuse, in support of scientific or journalistic studies
into the analysis of societal debates on the Web. Often the afore-
mentioned communities apply their research in particular domains,
such as scientific publishing, medicine, journalism or social science.
Therefore, the workshop is particularly interested in works that ap-
ply an interdisciplinary approach, such as works on computational
social sciences or computational journalism.

WORKSHOP OVERVIEW
The KnOD 2021 workshop7 took place as a virtual event (due to
COVID-19 outbreak) jointly with the 30th The Web Conference
(WWW 2021)8, as it closely relates to the topics of the venue in
terms of the nature of the analysed data and the targeted communi-
ties. In particular, it complements, and bridges a number of research
tracks of the conference, such as "Semantics and Knowledge", "Web
and Society", "Web Mining and Content Analysis" and in part "So-
cial Network Analysis and Graph Algorithms". KnOD also fits into
and continues a line of former WebConf forums such as the Fact
Checking track in 2018 or the workshops (and a special track in
2019) on Data Science for Social Good.

This first edition of the KnOD workshop brought together a
diverse community of researchers from different fields such as ar-
gument mining, knowledge graphs and neural language models
or databases, but also social and political science. Seven papers
were accepted for publication (2 long papers and 5 short ones) af-
ter a peer-review process,9 spanning a palette of topics such as
claim detection, relation extraction for online discourse model-
ing, interpretable graph embeddings for misinformation detection,
disinformation on social networks, fact-checking in relation to
argumentation schemes and false narratives, political and social sci-
entific perspectives on propaganda chains and discourse mapping.
The current volume contains the seven accepted papers.

In addition, we were very happy to host three excellent keynotes:
Preslav Nakov talked about detecting ‘Fake News’ before it was
even written, media literacy and flattening the curve of the COVID-
19 infodemic; Daniel Schwabe proposed his take on trust and

7https://knod2021.wordpress.com/
8https://www2021.thewebconf.org/
9Each submitted paper was reviewed by 3 programme committee members.

information disorders seen as disputes of narratives, while Ioana
Manolescu gave an overview and lessons learned from the ANR
ContentCheck project, focusing on contentmanagement approaches
for assisting journalists in their day-to-day fact-checking efforts.

We consider the first edition of the workshop a successful first
step towards fostering a community on discourse analysis via struc-
tured knowledge in the context of theWeb.Wewould like towarmly
thank all authors and keynote speakers for their contributions, par-
ticipation and exciting discussions during the workshop day. We
also thank the members of the programme committee (see Appen-
dix) for their constructive reviews, as well as the WebConf 2021
organizers and workshop chairs for their cooperation and support.
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